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Dear Mr Gregson

Re: APPLICATIONS FOR AUTHORISIATION A91052, A91052, and A91053
LODGED BY NATIONAL FOODS MILK LIMITED AND AUSTRALIAN
COOPERATIVE FOODS LIMITED - INTERESTED PARTY CONSULTATION

Thank you for your letter dated 6 June 2007, inviting Primary Industries and
Resources SA (PIRSA) to comment on the applications by National Foods Ltd and
Dairy Farmers for authorisation to commence joint negotiation with the successful
tenderer for proposed milk haulage arrangements in South Australia.

PIRSA officers have reviewed the documentation you provided and from that I see
no reason to object to these applications or to consider the proposal would have a
significant effect on competition or public detriment.

The development of the existing SA Milk Haulage as a joint venture milk transport
company has generally been considered a success by industry at both state and
national levels. Milk is collected in "common" trucks and delivered to one of 4
processing plants under an agreed pro rata arrangement. This has kept transport
costs down with benefits and cost savings presumably distributed across the value
chain from farmgate to consumer.

This joint proposal by National Foods and Dairy Farmers to outsource milk
transport to an independent transport service is a further development of the
existing arrangements. It enables both companies to exit the transport service that
they no longer consider is part of their core business and reduces current
administrative costs in running SA Milk Haulage.



A single coordinated joint transport service can continue to keep costs down in an
industry environment where larger distances between farms may create
inefficiencies if more than one transport company is engaged. Cost savings and
industry efficiencies are increasingly important as the farm sector struggles to
recover from the impacts of drought and reduced returns. This will also contribute
to SA's competitiveness in the global market for dairy produce.

Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on this matter.

Yours sincerely

n igh t
AC NG CHIEF EXECUTIVE
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